
Salvation / Wholeness 

Happiness vs. Wholeness  
by Minna Lee 
     …Happiness tends to be circumstan-
tial—we rely on outcomes and sets of cir-
cumstances to give us those fuzzy feelings 
and smiles, but contentment and joy are 
deeper-rooted feelings that are cultivated 
within and are more pervasive in the way we 
live. When we’re so insistent upon heralding 
happiness as the only thing to pursue, we set 
ourselves up for intolerance to sadness, fear, 
and those feelings that are even more pain-
ful. Our society has become so fixated on 
gaining and retaining happiness…. It leaves 
us vulnerable …when those inevitable feel-
ings of pain occur because we’re so avoidant 
of them and don’t develop the tools for how 
to use them…. 
     …I am able to experience so much more 
joy and contentment when striving for the 
wholeness of life over striving solely for 
happiness. I’ve discovered that however 
deep I allow those painful feelings to get, the 
fuller the capacity I create for feeling joy and 
satisfaction.  
     …Learning how to live wholeheartedly 
…allowed me to …truly appreciate those 
fleeting moments of happiness as well as the 
ability to cultivate a deeper sense of joy, 
optimism, and contentment regardless of the 
ups and downs of life. 

…I want to share the four things that have 
helped me…. 
1. Stop trying to “fix” your feelings. … 

2. Ask yourself “How?” “Why?” then 
“What?”… 

3. Let go and let yourself be taken along for 
the ride. … 

4. Ask yourself, “Does this contribute to my 
wholeness?” rather than, “Does this make 
me happy?” 

   Source: https://
www.mindbodygreen.com/articles/the-one-
word-that-helped-me-get-happier 
 

The Gates of Hope  
by Rev. Victoria Safford 
Our mission is to plant ourselves at the gates 
of hope–not the prudent gates of Optimism, 
which are somewhat narrower; nor the stal-
wart, boring gates of Common Sense; nor 
the strident gates of Self-Righteousness, 
which creak on shrill and angry hinges 
(people cannot hear us there; they cannot 
pass through); nor the cheerful, flimsy gar-
den gate of “Everything Is Gonna Be All 
Right.” But a different, sometimes lonely 
place, of truth-telling about your own soul 
first of all and its condition, the place of 
resistance and defiance, from which you see 
the world both as it is and as it could be, as 
it will be; the place from which you glimpse 
not only struggle but joy in the struggle. And 
we stand there, beckoning and calling, telling 
people what we’re seeing, asking them what 
they see. 
   Source: https://www.thenation.com/
article/gates-hope/ 
 

From Loss to Wholeness 
by Rachael Naomi Remen 
     …The way we deal with loss shapes our 
capacity to be present to life.... The way we 
protect ourselves from loss may be the way 
in which we distance ourselves from life. 
     …When we are in the presence of a loss 
that cannot be fixed, …we feel helpless and 
uncomfortable and we have a tendency to 
run away, either emotionally or actually dis-
tance ourselves. And fixing is too small a 
strategy to deal with loss. What we teach …

is something very simple. 
     …”What are all the things that helped?” 
“Listened to me for as long as I needed to 
talk.” “Talked to me in the same way after 
my loss as they did before my loss.” “Sat 
with me.” “Touched me.” “Brought me 
food.” What were the things that didn’t 
help? “Gave me advice without knowing the 
full story.” “Made me feel that the loss was 
my fault.” So we gather up the wisdom 
about what helps loss to heal…. And the 
only instruction is: Listen generously. 
     …Wholeness includes …our wounds. It 
includes …our vulnerabilities. It is our au-
thentic self, and it doesn’t sit in judgment on 
our wounds or our vulnerabilities. It simply 
says, “This is the way we connect to one 
another.” Often we connect through our 
wounds, through the wisdom we have 
gained, the growth that has happened to us. 
…Integrity simply means what is true, to 
live from the place in you that has the great-
est truth. And that truth is always evolving 
as well. 
   Source: https://onbeing.org/programs/
rachel-naomi-remen-the-difference-between
-fixing-and-healing-nov2018/ 

Imperfect Wholeness  
by Parker Palmer 
     …I have a lifetime supply of flaws and 
faults. I have a hunch that the best words 
I’ve ever written have been written from and 
to my own mixed condition, …my broken 
wholeness. 
     When Florida Scott-Maxwell was 85, she 
wrote…, “You need only claim the events of 
your life to make yourself yours. When you 
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truly possess all you have been and done…
you are fierce with reality.” That’s how I feel 
when I’m able to say: “I am that to which I 
gave short shrift and that to which I attend-
ed. I am my descents into darkness and my 
arising into light, my betrayals and my fideli-
ties, my failures and my successes. I am my 
ignorance and my insight, my doubts and 
my convictions, my fears and my hopes.” 
     The word “integrity” …means “intact.” 
At bottom, it has to do with being 
“integral,” whole and undivided. But whole-
ness does not mean perfection. It means 
embracing our brokenness as an integral 
part of life. …I yearn for the day when men 
and women alike can sit with people they 
trust and share a journey toward this kind of 
wholeness. 
     …Given all my mess-ups, how have I 
managed to survive myself? As age gives me 
an occasional glimpse into “the simplicity 
on the other side of complexity,” a few an-
swers become clear: grace and forgiveness; 
the unconditional love of family and friends; 
the openness of folks with whom I’ve 
shared stories, theirs and mine, reassuring 
me…. More grace. More forgiveness… 
   Source: https://onbeing.org/blog/dear-
courtney-our-shared-journey-toward-
imperfect-wholeness/ 

Wholeness as Rebellion  
by Courtney Martin 
     …I think it’s an act of rebellion to be a 
whole person, right? It’s an act of rebellion 
to show up as your whole self, and especial-
ly the parts that are complex, that are unfin-
ished, that are vulnerable. In part, because 
of the Internet — and we’re talking about 
sort of living online versus living on land, 
and who you sort of curate yourself to be, et 
cetera — I think there’s never been more 
pressure to kind of parcel yourself. Erving 
Goffman, the sociologist, talked about sort 
of these performative selves, and I feel like 
it’s like never been more asked of us to 
show up as only slices of ourselves in differ-
ent places. 
     So I think even just to feel like you’re 
showing up as your whole self in different 
settings is a pretty rebellious act. But I also 

think it’s really something deeper about — 
“discomfort” was mentioned earlier, and I 
think it’s a word that probably hasn’t come 
up enough over the course of our time to-
gether — that we’re in a time that I think 
can create too much comfort if you let it. 
And so there’s something about being 
whole, but being uncomfortable in that 
wholeness and holding those things togeth-
er. Do you know what I mean…? I’m trying 
to grapple it, what the relationship between 
discomfort and wholeness is. 
…Source: https://onbeing.org/programs/
parker-palmer-courtney-martin-the-inner-
life-of-rebellion/ 
 

Faithful to a Hidden Wholeness  
by Parker Palmer 
     I love …[the] phrase, “It’s an act of re-
bellion to show up as someone trying to be 
whole.” And I would add, as someone who 
believes that there is a hidden wholeness 
beneath the very evident brokenness of our 
world, and somebody who wants to say that 
somehow part of that hidden wholeness is 
love, part of that hidden wholeness is our 
fellow feeling for each other, part of that 
hidden wholeness is a desire to make this 
thing work, and to work it out together, the 
act of persisting in those fundamental be-
liefs that something better is possible. I 
think this is courage. And I try to call myself 
to it every day. And I often fail. 
     …By faithfulness, I mean, am I being 
faithful to my own gifts? Am I being faithful 
to the needs I see around me within my 
reach? And am I being faithful to those 
points at which my gifts might intersect 
those needs in some life-giving way?  
     …I’m going to be asking, given my limi-
tations, given my fallibilities, cutting myself 
a lot of slack for my failure to do so, “Did I 
use my limited lifetime to show up fully as I 
knew how with what I’ve got?” That’s what 
I call faithfulness. And I think it’s a matter 
of framing what we’re doing as well as those 
particular practices like walking in the 
woods, like silence, like reading poetry, that 
can bring us back to those points that you 
might call true north. 
   Source: https://onbeing.org/programs/
parker-palmer-courtney-martin-the-inner-
life-of-rebellion/ 

 
 

 

The Dancing Path to Wholeness  
by Gabrielle Roth 
     Everything that happens to you is stored 
and reflected in your body. Your body 
knows; your body tells. 
     …The body is where the dancing path to 
wholeness must begin. …We live outside 
ourselves—in our heads, our memories, our 
longings—absentee landlords of our own 
estate.  
     …I ran into a rabbi …and I asked, ‘Do 
Jews hate their bodies as much as Catho-
lics?’ …He told me that he’d just buried his 
father, who was also a rabbi. He’d asked his 
father on his deathbed, “What was the most 
important thing in your life, the Torah?” 
And the old man had answered, “My body.” 
“I was stunned,” his son now told me. He 
stared past me in awkward silence and final-
ly said, “I always thought my body was just 
a vehicle for my mind; feed it, clothe it, send 
it to Harvard.” 
     …I’ve seen thousands of absentee selves 
…on the subway, in rush-hour traffic, in the 
supermarket—…and you know, all too of-
ten, you’re one of them. 
     For many…, the body is a feared enemy 
whose instincts, impulses, hungers are to be 
conquered, tamed, trained for service, beat-
en into submission. 
     Ironically, that’s what I did as a 
‘dancer’—I learned to ignore, deny, control, 
misuse, and abuse my body. …I could 
dance, but I’d forgotten how to really move 
or be moved. 
     …I reentered my body by learning to 
move myself, to dance my own dance from 
the inside out, not the outside in. 
   Source: https://
www.spiritualityandpractice.com/book-
reviews/excerpts/view/24419 
 

from Salvation from Hell  
by Rev. Burton Carley 
     The other day I was asked if Unitarians 
offered “salvation from Hell.” Such ques-
tions are usually hostile. However, I remem-
bered a scene from the novel by Georges 
Bernanos, The Dairy of a Country Priest. The 
priest encounters a woman who is com-
pletely turned in on herself. She has been 
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abandoned by her daughter and betrayed by 
her husband. Death has claimed her young 
son. With so much loss and grief her heart 
has hardened. So the priest urges her to 
unlock her hardened heart, pleading: “Hell 
is not to love anymore.” 
     I told the person seeking to trap me that 
indeed Unitarians offered salvation from 
hell, for to tuck ourselves away in a little ego
-world of our own is hellish. To deceive 
ourselves into believing that our world is the 
world is hellish. To not have opportunities 
to be of service is hellish. To have to think 
alike to receive love is hellish. I said, “Yes, 
we offer salvation from hell.” 
     Source: http://first-unitarian-church-of-
worcester.blogspot.com/2007/11/heart-of-
unitarian-universalism-sermon.html 

Dancing toward Wholeness  
by Anthony de Mello 
     The Jews of a small town in Russia were 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of a Rabbi. This 
was going to be a rare event, so they spent a 
lot of time preparing the questions they 
were going to put to the holy man. 
     When he finally arrived and they met 
with him in the town hall, he could sense 
the tension in the atmosphere as all pre-
pared to listen to the answers he had for 
them. 
     He said nothing at first; he just gazed 
into their eyes, and hummed a haunting 
melody. Soon everyone began to hum. He 
started to sing and they sang along with him. 
He swayed and danced in solemn, measured 
steps. The congregation followed suit. Soon 

they became so involved in the dance, so 
absorbed in its movements that they were 
lost to everything else on earth; so every 
person in that crowd was made whole, was 
healed from the inner fragmentation that 
keeps us from the Truth. 
     It was nearly an hour before the dance 
slowed down and came to a halt. With the 
tension drained out of their inner being, 
everyone sat in the silence peace that per-
vaded the room. Then the Rabbi spoke the 
only words he pronounced that evening: “I 
trust that I have answered your questions.” 
   Source: https://
www.spiritualityandpractice.com/book-
reviews/excerpts/view/28086 

“Those who love you are not fooled by 
mistakes you have made or dark images you 
hold about yourself. They remember your 
beauty when you feel ugly; your wholeness 
when you are broken; your innocence when 
you feel guilty; and your purpose when you 
are confused.”   Alan Cohen 
 
“Out of the cacophony of random suffering 
and chaos that can mark human life, the life 
artist sees or creates a symphony of meaning 
and order. A life of wholeness does not 
depend on what we experience. Wholeness 
depends on how we experience our lives.”   
Desmond Tutu 
 
“Wholeness is not achieved by cutting off a 
portion of one’s being, but by integration of 
the contraries.”   Carl Jung 
 
“Paradoxically, we achieve true wholeness 
only by embracing our fragility and some-
times, our brokenness.”   Jalaja Bonheim 
 
“The journey to wholeness requires that you 
look honestly, openly, and with courage into 
yourself, into the dynamics that lie behind 
what you feel, what you perceive, what you 
value, and how you act. It is a journey 
through your defenses and beyond, so that 
you can experience consciously the nature 
of your personality, face what it has pro-
duced in your life, and choose to change 
that.”   Gary Zukav 
 
“Whole people see and create wholeness 
wherever they go; split people see and create 
splits in everything and everybody.”   Rich-
ard Rohr 
 
“When we seek for connection, we restore 
the world to wholeness. Our seemingly sep-
arate lives become meaningful as we discov-

er how truly necessary we are to each oth-
er.”   Margaret Wheatley 
 
“Wholeness does not mean perfection: it 
means embracing brokenness as an integral 
part of life. Knowing this gives me hope 
that human wholeness - mine, yours, ours - 
need not be a utopian dream, if we can use 
devastation as a seedbed for new life”   Par-
ker J. Palmer 
 
“Mindfulness is like that—it is the miracle 
which can call back in a flash our dispersed 
mind and restore it to wholeness so that we 
can live each minute of life.”   Thích Nhất 
Hạnh 
 
“Practically speaking, a life that is vowed to 
simplicity, appropriate boldness, good hu-
mor, gratitude, unstinting work and play, 
and lots of walking, brings us close to the 
actually existing world and its wholeness.”   
Gary Snyder  

What do you understand wholeness to be? 

Is it important? Why or why not? 

 

We usually speak of wholeness as an indi-

vidual attribute, but it can also be a collec-

tive reality? What could contribute to the 

wholeness of society? How? 

 
In the continuum from wholeness to frag-

mentation, where do you stand? Why? Has 

your location on this continuum changed 

over time? How? Why?  

 
What contributes to fragmentation? How 

can these be overcome? 

 

Minna Lee chooses wholeness over happi-

ness. Which would you choose and why?  

Wisdom Story 
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Does happiness lead to wholeness or does 

wholeness lead to happiness? If one is better 

than the other, why would that be true? 

 

Minna Lee suggests four things to promote 

wholeness. Which of these are most im-

portant to you? Why? 

 

Rev. Victoria Safford invites us to stand at 

the gates of hope and to engage in truth-

telling about our present reality and what 

might be possible. How does hope support 

the quest for wholeness? 

 
Some might think that a state of wholeness 

is all positive. Rachel Naomi Remen writes 

that wholeness includes our wounds, our 

vulnerabilities, and our losses. Do you 

agree? Why or why not? 

 
Some equate wholeness with completeness 

and perfection. It is neither since wholeness 

ebbs and flows based on what is happening 

to us at any given time. What are some of 

the experiences that can affect wholeness? 

 

Courtney Martin suggests that our whole 

self is composed of complex parts, unfin-

ished parts, and vulnerable parts. None-the-

less, we can fall prey to comfort by choosing 

to show up with just a piece of our self: the 

simple, finished, and guarded. Committed to 

showing up with our whole being can cause 

discomfort because we risk rejection. Which 

is the better choice? Why? 

 
Parker Palmer has long written about a hid-

den wholeness. It is also likely that many 

people have a hidden brokenness. It seems 

that the pursuit of wholeness requires the 

acknowledgement of brokenness and the 

desire for healing. Do you agree? Why or 

why not? 

 
While wholeness can refer to emotions, it 

also refers to the body. Gabrielle Roth sug-

gests that the path to wholeness requires 

that we embrace our body. What are ways in 

which we can embrace our body in pursuit 

of wholeness? 

 
 The story of the dancing Rabbi by Anthony 

de Mello offers an example of what Roth 

writes about. Through the dancing, the peo-

ple were healed from the “inner fragmenta-

tion that kept them from the Truth.” How 

can our congregations become vehicles for 

wholeness? 

 

Rev. Burton Carley suggests that our tradi-
tion offers salvation from human-made 
hells, which he calls hellish. What are exam-
ples of some human-made hells? How does 
Unitarian Universalism offer this kind of 
salvation? 

 

Carl Jung, who focused on the “self,” wrote, 
“Wholeness is not achieved by cutting off a 
portion of one’s being, but by integration of 
the contraries.” It means reconciling all of 
the pieces of yourself, warts and all, to 
achieve wholeness. Do you agree? Why or 
why not? What contraries exist in you? 

 

Richard Rohr suggests that whole people 

foster wholeness while fragmented people 

foster fragmentation. Do you agree? Why 

might this be so?  

 

Thích Nhất Hạnh suggests that the path to 

wholeness requires mindfulness. Why do 

you think this might be true?  

 
 


